Name: ______________________________

Bighorn Sheep
By Guy Belleranti

Have you ever watched the St. Louis Rams NFL
football team play a game? Have you ever been for a ride
in a Dodge Ram pick-up truck? Have you ever wondered
what, exactly, a ram is? A ram is a male bighorn sheep,
known for its long, curly horns!
These giant horns curl off the sides of the animal’s
head and weigh as much as 30 pounds.
Rams use their horns in amazing battles. Pairs of
males will battle each other over females, called ewes.
They run toward one another and ram each other in the
head. The loud, sudden crack of horn against horn
sometimes echoes a mile away. These battles can go on for hours. For most animals, a
sudden blow to the head would be deadly, but not for a bighorn sheep. Their thick, bony
skulls usually prevent the animals from becoming seriously injured.
Ewes also have horns. However, their horns are much smaller and females don't
usually battle each other.
Where do bighorn sheep live? Bighorn
sheep are well-adapted for living in
mountain and desert habitats. They can be
found mainly in the western half of the
United States. They are also in Southwestern
Canada and Northwestern Mexico.
Bighorn sheep aren’t only famous for
their amazing horns. They’re also famous for
their amazing footing. They can climb steep
slopes, rocky cliffs, and even mountains with
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ease. They can escape to rough terrain where few predators can chase them. Bighorn
sheep also protect themselves by gathering in large herds. Herds can protect themselves
more easily because there are many eyes to keep watch for mountain lions, wolves,
bears, and coyotes.
Bighorn sheep are herbivores. They eat grasses, flowers, leaves, and other
vegetation. After eating they like to lie down and regurgitate their food to chew again,
just like a cow.
In cooler climates, bighorn sheep eat during the day. Bighorns that live in hot
desert locations, on the other hand, tend to eat in early morning and late afternoon.
Using their amazing horns or their hooves they can even rip into a cactus to eat the juicy
insides.
Bighorn sheep commonly live in dry, rocky areas. They get moisture from the food
they eat. They also visit creeks, streams, and water holes. A bighorn sheep can drink two
gallons of water in just a few minutes. It stores the water in its stomach so it lasts several
days.
Bighorn sheep have become a threatened species. One reason for this is the loss
of habitat to human development. However, in some places bighorn sheep are now
getting better protection. They have even been reintroduced to places where they had
disappeared. Hopefully, efforts at protecting these amazing animals will continue so that
bighorn sheep will be able to wander the countryside for many generations to come.

About the Author
Guy Belleranti works as a docent at Reid Park Zoo in Tucson, Arizona. The
information in this article comes from his experiences working with wild
animals and teaching others.
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Name: ______________________________

Bighorn Sheep
By Guy Belleranti
1.

What are ewes?
a. male bighorn sheep
b. battles between rams
c. horns on female bighorn sheep
d. female bighorn sheep

2.

Explain what rams do when they battle each other.
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

3.

Do rams usually get hurt when they battle? Why or why not?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

4.

A male bighorn sheep's horns can weigh about as much as...
a. a small car
b. a bullfrog
c. a bicycle
d. a volleyball

5.

In which state would you be most likely to see a wild bighorn sheep: Nevada, Maine, Ohio, or
Georgia? Explain your answer.
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: ______________________________

Bighorn Sheep
By Guy Belleranti
The scrambled words below are vocabulary words from
the article. Unscramble each word and write it on the line.
Please be sure each word is spelled correctly.

1. _____________________

rma
hint: male sheep

2. _____________________

eew
hint: female sheep

3. _____________________

etlbat
hint: fight

4. _____________________

gftiono
hint: ability to walk without stumbling

5. _____________________

etatrirgegu
hint: to bring swallowed food back up to the mouth

6. _____________________

uscatc
hint: desert plant with spikes

7. _____________________

slongal
hint: units for measuring liquids
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ANSWER KEY

Bighorn Sheep
By Guy Belleranti
1.

What are ewes? d
a. male bighorn sheep
b. battles between rams
c. horns on female bighorn sheep
d. female bighorn sheep

2.

Explain what rams do when they battle each other.
They charge toward each other and ram each other in the head.

3.

Do rams usually get hurt when they battle? Why or why not?
No, they don't usually get hurt. They have thick skulls to protect them.

4.

A male bighorn sheep's horns can weight about as much as...
a. a small car
b. a bullfrog
c. a bicycle
d. a volleyball

5.

In which state would you be most likely to see a wild bighorn sheep: Nevada, Maine, Ohio, or
Georgia? Explain your answer.
You'd be most likely to see a bighorn sheep in Nevada, because it's in the western part of the
United States.
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ANSWER KEY

Bighorn Sheep
By Guy Belleranti
The scrambled words below are vocabulary words from
the article. Unscramble each word and write it on the line.
Please be sure each word is spelled correctly.

1. ram

rma
hint: male sheep

2. ewe

eew
hint: female sheep

3. battle

etlbat
hint: fight

4. footing

gftiono
hint: ability to walk without stumbling

5. regurgitate

etatrirgegu
hint: to bring swallowed food back up to the mouth

6. cactus

uscatc
hint: desert plant with spikes

7. gallons

slongal
hint: units for measuring liquids
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